A PaRaDOX InTRoDE
To know what hides above you,
and what hides below you, behind
you, in front of you, and
overlapping you is not always a
truth that settles so well carrying
the dying ignorance of the within.
It is a shield of the mind,
ignorance, so shunned and
disgraced by the hunters of
knowledge and the curious. What
would the Earth-borne A33D

Human do when it realizes its
extraordinary value to those
beyond that ignorance? Ask one
who discovers or works for the
Interstellar Communication
Installation. They know
something that will startle you
about you, but who be they to
know it?
Originally known as the
Metaphysical Lodge of
Astronomical Affairs until 1954,
ICI is an organization of global
shadows, tinkering with the

powers of nations confidentially
by way of trade negotiations
between the Earth’s wealthiest
and the Kalendrial Communities
who have already conquered
much of the cosmos and its many
faces similar to this fashion. The
Humans of the Earth within the
A33D Cosm, as ICI and the
Kalendrials understand, have
within their collective psyche a
treasure far too great a risk
losing altogether if diplomacy to
preserve them were to be

violated. And this is why they are
but whispers and it is they which
are why others who come not
from this Earth are as silent. For
two millennia, it was a common
ordeal to see the loneliness within
Omnikia, and only a few could
know how true that was not.
However, we are now
approaching a catastrophe of
ICI’s making which will soon
unveil the secret of the
Navigators outside the ball we
call home.

JTAP
4/1/2005
Locked doors all around, all
sealed tight for the enigmatic
copulation that will fecundate the
Interstellar Communication
Installation's Laboratory 412 with
a fetus to grow into the chimera
epoch of redefinitions. Behold the
massive mystic, Shasta, a pimple
on an entheogen-rich face westhand of the neurotically-brainsick
states stretching. Find the

pimple's pus, 412, you are only a
patriot of the sanitarium; you
become its rot. Clues came and
drifted like lame dreams, but
precisely by our star's cowardly
vamoose to the next microwaving
appointment, from the deep indigo
lumps of cream above, comes the
variegated succubus.
It lowers like the head of a
staring stork, clad with Mardi
Gras decor, becoming more
ridiculous nearing more to the
mountain. The back unraveling

into blown-glass quills shining
beams from them, the beak
unfolding clawed feet to bury
those talon toes into the mystic's
nose as it would chilled prey. Tall
Shasta sees the omen; the omen
of omens, and will speak not of
them.
The fiery boa between the
craft’s legs dips into his stone
flesh like the mosquito's prick, an
itch unafraid of scratching the pus
of man's metal under. No doors
needed, the brilliant kelp dives

deeper as if, truly, this were
liquid. The hallway screams, the
tiny people rubbing backs on
florescent walls, asses squirming
on the flat beneath, pushing away
from tangerine heat drying their
fronts.
Lit gases like those of the
swamp belch out from the mouths
of the molten nudibranch, cooling
the scorch, dulling the hot glow.
Its tail parts to open dark, four
lamps looking from it, two for
each of the jauntily-draped vipers

striding out into light. Their
rainbow-scaled cloaks rattle over
the floor, their hair alive and
flicking, jewelry hanging from
frills to make lobes as if they
were trying slightly to be men.
Trying is indicated when one
hisses out words.
"Appreciate your wait!"
Bony fingers present a
winged medallion to a cluster of
sixteen men in turquoise uniforms
and black helmets stepping
forward.

"KEA33D," the medal
holder pronounces with a robot's
wah-wah atop of a sore-throat
cackle. "Representative Lornil,
and this is my Co-Representative,
Rehanniq."
"A... pleasure to finally
meet our contacts," the only
turquoise man without a helmet
stirs. "My name is Theodore
James. I am Lab 412's head of
security in this sector."
"Where is General
Johnson?" Lornil asks.

"Yes... th- the General is...
uh," James stutters, trying to
quickly answer and avoid being
seen as an outspoken grunt by not
informing them that the General
has been waiting for KEA33D's
arrival through the primary
entrance. "This way! They've all
been waiting for you."
James anxiously starts down
the hall, but Rehanniq stops him
with a question.
"Are you not forgetting
something?"

He turns suddenly, knowing
that when a snake strikes you
with an unexpected question, you
dare not ask what. Fortunately,
seven out of ten, he may know
what, but can only stare just in
case he's wrong.
"We brought the cargo,”
Rehanniq tells him, “as we have
informed your people prior to our
arrival."
Lornil smiles a smile that
cuts like a fine razor, and
stretches his eyes over to his Co-

Representative, who forwards his
hand to the pillar behind. From
the dark mouth gap the vipers
came, a floating faceless
sarcophagus of flipping gems and
turning rings arrives. The
levitating ball rolling under the
merged feet is a thing to make a
priest's robes rent, or wet even.
Whoever rests inside, if there is a
who, must either be very
important or very dangerous.
"This is him," the longerhaired Rehanniq announces.

"Meet Cheroute- one third
Jicotan, two thirds Human; a
hybrid freak- a beautiful hybrid
freak. He is one of the two
potential components to the
Variable's adhesion process, and
without him, it is little more use to
us than the defunct predecessor in
storage. You were briefed on
this, I assume correctly?"
"Every staff member of ICI
present in this facility I know of,”
James nods, “including me."
"We do not want to appear

rude,” Lornil stresses, “but all
commanders above our authority
have many affairs to attend to
that they are leaving aside to
witness this event. The universe
is a monster, and business is never
at rest. I hope you understand
their position."
"Even on Earth, business is
never at rest." James agrees
wholeheartedly, being a victim of
legal and illegal abuse at the
hands of several employers,
classified or no; but as instructed

by any ICI management,
Kalendrial authority is always
above any Earth Human
authority, documentation
provided.
"Then would it trouble you
to have your people escort our
friend here to the Variable's
vicinity,” Lornil smirks, “for the
regard of time?"
"Absolutely not," James
says as he gathers three of his
men with a hand signal, as it falls
on just that.

"The container knows
where it is going," Rehanniq
explains. "We just need you to
collect Cheroute when he is
released and lead him to the front
of the Variable, nothing too
complicated."
He brings their attention to
a block beside the tomb's calf,
and grips a trigger for it to be
removed, allowing it contract into
a crucifix of bulbs and horns like
those of a bull's.
"This Tune Tamer was

designed just for the likes of him,
since the standards weren't
entirely effective on the hybrid
brain. The twelve switches on the
upper handles are all set to
automatic. Do not change those
settings or you will find out why
Cheroute requires such
precautions."
"A naughty one?" James
asks.
"Bitterly confused and
uncooperative,” Rehanniq
explains, “as any feral animal

would be with a continuous
adrenaline drive and as a sentient
would have resent for existence in
captivity." Rehanniq, not wanting
to discuss his embarrassment of
what happened during a particular
deadly encounter with Cheroute
off of the taming device's effect,
hands the device over to one of
the three chosen guards.
"Keep those bulbs within
twenty or less meters of his
head,” Lornil instructs. “He will
walk at your pace as long as you

are behind him. Stairs may
require assistance."
"When Cheroute is in front
of the exposed core,” Rehanniq
says, “simply give him a push into
it."
"That's all?" the guard
asks, inspecting the Tamer.
"Under a near-catatonic
state,” Lornil nods, “he will
stumble right into it. Do not touch
or be too near any part of the
core's visible field when he is
assimilated, or your particles may

be scattered with his."
"When do I do it?" the
guard wants to be sure.
"General Johnson will give
the order to you for the process
to start," Rehanniq assures him.
"Need further instructions?"
The guard's head shakes,
and as the tomb calmly hovers
down the hall, the three chosen
men go behind it.
"Your men will not falter
this," Rehanniq turns to James, “I
hope.”

"A task enforcer's
discipline does not allow shortterm memory or any kind of
perplexity of thought to interfere
with duties,” James promises,
“perfectly by the book. Do you
wish to go to the Conference
now?"
"Lead our way, friend,"
Lornil affirms.
James and his subordinates
walk quickly down a quarter of
the kilometer-long segmented hall
of dark steel in a disproportional

formation, unintentionally
entertaining the two viper men
following this stupidity contrary
to the statement made on
discipline.
They halt before a circular
doorway of overlapping crescents,
and is the only doorway that can
be seen before another two
hundred meters. After it spins
and thins its crescents to open,
the group entering find
themselves in an empty dome,
inconsistent with what is most

likely an elevator. Number 1 to
number 50, there are several
floors to choose from, and seeing
that number 28 is lit, the button
James pushes seals them in and
gives them the twenty more floors
down to pass.
Lornil, who is unimpressed
by the shown size of 412 thus far
and the half-spherical room, is
actually taking the momentary
stand-still to intrigue himself with
observing the muscular buttocks
of the guard in front of him, but

attempting to get past the
clothing there will be kept a
thought and nothing more.
Anything more may anger the
possibly not-so-intrigued men and
his less forgiving partner as well.
There are other things to focus on
tonight! The peace must be
sustained for now.
The elevator's six second
descent ends and the circle spins
and thins open again but to a
spacious room of dark slate walls
barely lit by the lanterns with

wings similar to the Lornil’s
medallion.
This room is the room!
This is where elite persons
of great rank and respect meet to
have a joyous time discussing with
ICI personnel what they wish to
blurt privately. This time, all
those elite ears will be on the
nearly seven foot tall mahoganyskinned man standing at the end
of the sixty-chairs-long,
segmented metal table at the
room's center. His outfit is a

midnight-blue military officer's
unlike that of the conventional
armed forces we are familiar
with. This man is the ICI North
American Status General,
Thomas Ernesto Johnson.
The General finds the
viper-men amongst the crowd,
and shoves past his (idiot) staff to
greet them.
"You... must be the
KEA33D representatives," his
bass voice assumes with a hand
out.

Lornil's slits stay onto the
hand as he gently grasps it, his
long finger stroking intimately,
pressing soft spots. Cushions
that can become slippery with
secretions, these Human bodies.
How badly he urges contact with
the slimy red thumb poking from
his crotch; sensitivity is there to
drive him unreasonably quirky,
perfectly mad even.
"Johnson," Lornil grins.
"I see you are both
Cirsuit." the General says.

"You meet a Kalendrial,”
Rehanniq also grins, “your
chances are highest for him or her
to be a Cirsuit, a Janosian, or a
Gabadonian. Maybe one day, we
can say this about Humans. The
Primariyan would be very proud
if we could and it be true."
"Five more years,” Johnson
softly chuckles, “I will be proud to
be an example. Of course, I will
keep to the contract of my
position in the meantime."
Lornil gently locks elbow

pits with the General, petting his
arm while walking with him to his
chair.
"When you are a
Kalendrial,” he whispers to
Johnson, “there are no contracts
to hold you behind. Only raw
freedom for the artist that is
desire, the universe is there to
keep it satiated forever. All that
you have always wanted will be
what you will have for your own,
General."
I'll believe that when it

happens and no sooner, Johnson
thought. Hope that wasn't
undeliberate telepathy. Business!
"So... the component is
here?" the General changes the
subject.
"We saw to it that your men
transfer the subject to the
Variable’s holding area,"
Rehanniq tells him. "They wereeager."
"No troubles?" the General
asks.
"None," says Rehanniq.

"Are all those expected to attend
present?"
"Everybody I am aware
of."
"Then let us not hinder the
event," Rehanniq urges him.
"Understood," the General
clears his throat nervously. "The
two seats on the opposite end are
reserved for you, friends."
Taking their respected
places, Lornil's focus could not
help but be strangled by the sight
of a particular young and

(irresistibly) attractive gal
situated beside a (roughly, not so
young or attractive) man in a
camouflage commander's
uniform. Her slight thickness
makes for a good chewing
experience, and those fake (but
attached) breasts could definitely
enhance it several times over.
Overriding patience, the urge to
be a complete fucking monster
bubbles the cold blood to warm.
Perhaps fitting a hand past the
tight dress to dig a nail into the

narrow entry of his stiffening red
male-indicator, yes, that would
hurt enough to keep it down.
Adversity... only worsening,
that damned damned arousal.
Lornil can only hope for a
premature orgasm to stop it now.
Is this appropriate?
The General lands on his
chair and from his corner he drags
a fat-assed dossier closer to his
range of clear vision.
"Good day, or should I saygood evening to all of you here

with us. Senators, we most
sincerely thank you for taking
time from your furious schedules.
Those of you of the United States
Military's Scientific Research
Inspection Agency; Colonel
Jimson and affiliates, we're
privileged to have you here
tonight to overlook this project
alongside us. I'd also like to
welcome our very own Global
Council ambassadors and TSRF
Head Council, who've traveled
far and wide from the multiple

regions of the Interstellar
Communication Installation's
establishments. And last, but
most certainly not least in any
shape or form, we are greatly
blessed to have with us our two
representatives of Kalendrial
Earth A33D, who've traveled far
and wide from above our heads.”
“Regrettably, due to recent
security concerns, President Balu
could not be here, but is observing
this project as we speak through
her monitors. For those of you

who do not personally know me,
my name is Thomas Ernesto
Johnson, I am the 980 Status
General of the Interstellar
Communication Installation's
operations within the continent of
North America. Before we begin
with the briefing of this particular
occasion, I'd like to remind all of
you that our staff is here to
provide as much hospitality and
comfort to you as possible, so do
not hesitate to ask them to attend
to your needs. Now-"

"Excuse me... sir?"
whispers a young staff attendant
who walks up to the General's
side.
"What is it, boy?" Gen.
Johnson growls quietly with a
stern sneer on his face. "I'm
about ready to start the
briefing!"
"One of our representatives
from KEA33D has requested a
restroom break," the attendant
tells him while eyeballing that
ridiculously-ornamented,

colorfully-dressed, lizard-eyed
Lornil sitting silently with a
returning glare.
"Oh!" Johnson
unexpectedly shouts, causing all
the stiffened folks in the room to
jump attentively. "So what- does
he, she, it have to get out of him,
the first or second one? Ask
him!"
The attendant timidly and
cautiously walks over to Lornil
and quietly asks whether the call
is a break for. The answer leaves

a confused look on the
attendant's face as he returns to
the General.
"Uuuuh... neither one of
those sir..." the attendant gulps.
"He wants to take that woman
associate sitting next to the
Colonel into the bathroom with
him."
"Wha!?" Johnson shouts
again, then pulls back to an
interchangeably soft to loud
spitting rant. "Is he fucking
kidding!? This facility ain't a

fuckin hotel! This is very
important! We got everybody
waiting to see the shit that's
supposed to happen tonight! I
thought they wanted this shit all
done now!"
Johnson's face scrunches,
almost to a look of a dry-cry
directed towards the Kalendrial.
"Why!?" he whimpers
silent, slowly jittering his head.
"I can't do that for you right
now!"
Johnson grabs the

attendant's shirt.
"Go over there, boy, you
hear? Ask him to please wait
until the event is over, and then
we might arrange something."
Johnson sneers his patented
face of aggravation with following
eyes at the feebly nervous young
man, who scoots along back over
to the Kalendrial and informs him
of General Johnson's idea. He is
sent back to the General again.
"He says it's an emergency.
He needs to use it and her now!"

"Look!" Johnson hollers to
the Kalendrial while flipping his
hat off his head to the table. "I'm
sorry! I know your customs
elsewhere might be a tad
different, and any other time, I
would be cool with it, but not right
now! You boys set this up, so why
are you choosing now, of all
times, to delay?"
Dammit, he thinks fearfully,
holding his mouth with the
realization of what he has said.
I'm going to get erased for that.

Damn you, Tom!
"Lornil, what are you
doing!?” Rehanniq blasts. “This
isn't the time for your personal
business! You were supposed to
have handled that before we
came here."
"I have to use her, right
now!" shrieks Lornil in an earbleeding fury that brings everypanicked-body in the room to
rabbles and squeals away from
him.
The hook-like teeth

protrude from his gums as his
chair is violently thrown aside, his
body stretching from man-muscle
to reptile-bends during the creep
towards Colonel Jimson's female
associate, a gelatinous red
dripping from the liquid tongue;
no longer trying to be a man
anymore.
The woman's widened eyes
succumb to a horrified and
disgusted facial opposed to
Lornil's ballooning eyes
succumbing to his horrifying-ness

and disgusting-ness; the woman's
all-too-familiar deathly whine
tells the rest and only furthers
Lornil's thrill as that tongue of his
crackles.
"Yeah, I know!" he gurgles
joyfully. "You've been waiting for
this too, yes!?"
He then suddenly begins an
utter of interjections and pleas
that become inaudible when a
fiery lightening of his skin and
clothes signifies the effect of
rapid disintegration from

existence happening to his figure,
leaving behind no smoke or
steam, no burn marks anywhere
around. He is now nothing!

"Do not be alarmed!"
Rehanniq exclaims. "We took
care of it! It was just a defective
bio-glitch. It won't happen again,
I assure you. General Johnson,
you may continue."
Better him than me, I
suppose, a relieved Johnson
thinks. What a god-damned
fucking mess!
The frantic crowd gradually
calms down, though are reluctant
to be anywhere near the
remaining Kalendrial. Johnson

flops down and forces his hand to
pushing up and rubbing on his face
with frustration.
"Do you have to use the
restroom?" he sighs sarcastically,
trying to keep sanely cool.
"Forgive us, General,"
Rehanniq begs to Johnson's
surprise. "Lornil was taking
medication to suppress his
uncontrollable sex drive, or so he
told me. I should have known
better than to let him volunteer.
It is my fault."

"What happened to him?"
the attendant messenger between
Johnson and (the vanquished)
Lornil asks.
"Erased," Johnson answers.
"Right?"
"He was repeatedly warned
after doing this at meetings prior
to this one," Rehanniq explains.
"I told him many times before we
got here that none of you were to
be touched, or there would be no
more warnings. Erased!"
"Is this your idea of a gag

meeting, Johnson!?" Jimson
barks furiously. "Did you bring us
all here to be part of some sick
twisted ET bullshit!?"
"Do not blame the
General," the Kalendrial defends
Johnson. "And no, this is not a
stunt. This is a very crucial
moment in history that is to
happen tonight. Even I did not
expect my companion's change of
behavior. Lornil told me that the
medical staff said he was allowed
to take responsibility for his

treatment, and obviously, he lied.
But you should have no fear of
that from me. I personally saw to
it that our scout ship's crew is to
be quick to act upon such
malfunctions, including if I myself
experience it, before any harm
could be produced by them."
"It can be forgotten and
forgiven,” Johnson negotiates,
“especially if tonight's positive
results provide every attendee
here some measure of confidence
in our works."

The Kalendrial returns a
nub-toothed grin. "If this event
can result in some form of great
success, General, the rewards
shall cover more than any of us
can dream; we of the Kalendrials,
the Interstellar Communication
Installation, and of course, your
governing bodies. Colonel
Jimson, I give you promise that
the result of this project shall,
just as well, benefit your military
in every way imaginable. You will
no longer have anything to fear

from anybody."
Rehanniq now stands up
with an assuring fervor and
makes a clawed fist. "It is a
power all of us can share for the
greater good and the
establishment of an everlasting
bond with the sons and daughters
of Earth, so that we may have a
peaceful unity among all of our
races, and from that, we may all
live within the long-dreamed
paradise of Omnikia's grace."
"Oh," Jimson cracks,

mocking suspense, “and just what
is this Omnikia's Grace, if I may
ask?"
"Omnikia is the name for
the organism that is our
universe," Johnson cuts in. "It is
the overall universe of which
everything that exists resides
within. Outside of it is theorized
to be nothing more or less than an
infinite void, but do not quote me
on that if you please."
The General pauses for a
moment to stand with his

Kalendrial affiliate, and slowly
paces around the guest's table.
"Our friend here and the other
Kalendrials have explored a
greatly widespread portion of
Omnikia, many places, I have
seen for myself alongside them.
There are many things I have
seen which defy everything we
were grown to believe, but of all
places of mystery, the greatest
lies within."
Walking behind Jimson's
chair, Johnson rubs his shoulders.

"Now, Colonel- do you have
enough interest to find out what
this place of mystery I speak of
is?"
Jimson is silent until he
mildly responds. "I am only here
to do my job, General. My only
interest right now is to see that
the things you people have going
on here don't fuck with national
or international security interests.
Speak on!"
"Thank you, Colonel!"
Johnson mumbles.

And by the way... fuck you
and the sour-ass pricks who sent
you! Five more years, you'd be
even more of a nothing to me than
you already are. Speak on!
"The (ahem!) place of
interest lies in an area which at
first seemed inaccessible. We of
ICI were aware that no such
laboratory on Earth equipped
with a particle accelerator or
collider had the technological
ability to magnify the view of
what we were seeking. Even ICI

itself had no such mechanism in its
possession to do this- prior to this
collaborative operation with the
Kalendrials, in which we were
directed to uproot a peculiar
object in the Graubuden region of
Engadine in Switzerland. They
told us that the object had the
ability to answer our questions of
the subject in full detail, as well
as their own. The object is a starcraft, a highly-advanced starcraft buried deep inside the crust
of the planet under the Engadine

region for two decades, unnoticed
until it was detected during our
scans for Non-indigenous Cosm
Particle Activity."
Waving his hands around in
the depiction of body-language
while strutting over to the front
of the plainest, lamp-less wall of
the room, Johnson continues with
an enthusiastic expression on his
face.
"This, however, was not
your average extraterrestrial
vehicle. It was designed by an

individual who goes by the name
Jicotan Tari, for something much
more than mere travel. Jicotan
Tari had found a way to delve into
that place of inaccessible reach;
the bridges between the unknown
inward depths of the infinitesimal
and the outward infinity."
Johnson passes by the chair
of a blonde-haired man with thin
glasses and a long lab coat. With
a hard nudge to the back-rest, he
has the man straightening himself.
"My assistant and the 980

Head of TSRF in North America,
Professor Jess Lutheran, shall
give an in-depth overview of what
you are going to see tonight."
The General returns to his
sit with Rehanniq following suit,
surrendering their stand and their
pleasure of verbal presentation to
Jess.
Brushing aside his bangs and
pushing up the thin lens, Jess'
feminine hag-man voice creaks.
"To understand what is going on
inside of the artifact under

observation, you must understand
the workings of the universe's
foundation, and the effect this
artifact has on that foundation.
Understand, as well, this science
may be frightening to know as our
artifact can become unstable with
the slightest misstep, and it is best
for you to know what exactly is
being affected in that outcome or
the one we hope will happen.
Now, some of you here are more
familiar with the nomenclature of
mainstream physics, others

strictly educated in military and
political science, and there are
those of us here who do know of
the terms of the Argrig Studies."
"Is that more New Age cult
expressionism?" asks the baldheaded fat Senator of Nevada,
Ralph Forteir; a Bildeberger and
International Administrative
Gatherist such as the others of his
profession in the conference
room; one of those reasons that
ICI has and does not exist (to
you).

"Somehow, I find myself
doubtful that your studies stand
for reliable proof-theoretic
semantics,” Ralphs chuckles, “but
is more for the likes of psychic
hotlines and zodiac booklets."
An abrasive laughter rubs
out of Rehanniq's mouth for the
adoration of this inflated man's
gasconade; it isn't even so much a
laugh for the man's inferiority
complex spouting silly
comparisons, but for the spit
spray from every fluttering fat-

lipped pronunciation, and
definitely, yes, the wobbling
triple-chinned face producing it.
Even his blue eyes are unsteadily
obese, as if this guy had just been
punched in the stomach.
Truthfully, the man is not very
attractive by any measure, but it
is laughable to picture this
individual in a power position,
talking of semantics as if he has
any clue of accurate meanings, let
alone, science, as Rehanniq thinks
of him.

"Senator Forteir,” Jess
makes a suggestion, “you may
want to wait until the end of the
night to make that judgement."
"Who in the hell," Ralph
bolts, but the senator next to him
yanks his shirt-tail, sighing while
looking away.
"Sit down, Raph!" the
California Senator, Oscar
Benavides, demands.
"My name is Ralph," Mr.
Forteir corrects him defiantly.
"Get my name right."

"Take a seat!" Oscar
insists, finally getting the
mumbling Ralph to plant himself.
"Continue, please, Mr.
Lutheran."
"Thank you!" Jess tilts his
head. "Argrig is a solar system
serving as the largest university
known in Omnikia. It is run by the
Haxe scientific community, and
has been operational for long
eons. The terms of physics I will
use stem from the linguistics of an
extinct race, the Nyriels. All that

remains of those linguistics were
passed onto the Jicotans, the race
of which our star-craft's creator
comes, and then to the Bominitian
Communities, who then provided
them to the Haxe. It is now taught
as the primary traditional
language between Argrig faculty
and pupils as a precursor for all
succeeding courses. ICI uses
these terms fluently, as taught by
KEA33D.”
With a finger grazing of the
nearest wall, the lights are turned

off so that Jess could then bring
forth a display of a vibrating oval
of flashing slash-written
measurements not of Earth
numbers or letters. Where Jess
touches, the oval moves into
alterations of its roundness as it
seems an act of zooming in.
“Our technology relies on
the understanding of these
attributes in the universal formula
and their part to play in it. Let us
start with the reality we are most
familiar with amongst the Three

Primary Layers of Omnikia; the
Ni'Yan Layer. This layer is the
observable physical reality we are
currently experiencing, and it is
defined by its fundamental
boundary, the Niy'Ton particles.
In the Ni'Yan Layer, the Niy'Tons
form bonds by synchronizing with
compatible others which usually
carry some of the same
characteristics, such as
dimensional aspects, charges,
sizes, ect.- to be able to form a
membrane for what the academic

physicists of Earth universities
call the alternate universes or
parallel realities. We call these
chambers of similar Niy'Ton
bonds Cosms, which can be as
small as a bond of only two
Niy'Tons or as large as thirty
percent of the the Omnikia
Mantle. Ours is the A33D Cosm,
and it is a fairly big one at that.
For an anatomical lesson
simplified, a Cosm's tissue is
called a Cosmbrane, the inner
space a Cosmatrix."

"Cute!" Ralph whispers,
rolling his protruding eyes.
Truth, if that's what this is,
is geekier than fiction.
"On the Ni'Yan Layer, the
Niy'Ton is the smallest individual
particle, and to find the
constituents of a Niy'Ton, you
would have to unravel it like a
ball of yarn, or in some cases, a
hoop. When you do so, you enter
the middle layer, the Akral Layer,
which is entirely made up of Akral
Strings. I must admit that what is

known of the workings within
these layers on record at Argrig is
somewhat limited, but enough to
confirm that between Cosms,
these Akral Strings exist in
regions independent of Niy'Ton
formation, and that the number of
String combinations far exceeds
the number of Niy'Ton
combinations, and- that a
particular conscious force, or
something akin to such, is behind
the Akral Layer.”
“It was found that the

Strings were sprouting from a
primal energy; the first existing
energy of the Omnikia. This first
existing state before all others
has been called Omnikion by the
Argrig scientists. This is the third
layer, the Omnikion Layer. This is
the place of ultimate mysteries; a
place that defies order or
definition, with the exception that
there are three known types of
Omnikion: The Siccorus, which is
the physical conscious core of
Omnikia and the source of

everything; the Omnikion
Membrane, which is the outer
membrane of Omnikia that is
connected to the Siccorus by a
central stem; and the Siccori,
which can only be described as
quantum echoes of the Siccorus
that float amongst the Omnikia
Mantle contained within the
Omnikion Membrane but outside
of the Siccorus.”
You’re hurting my head very
badly, Ralph sighs, both impatient
and weirded at once.

“The two layers above the
Omnikion Layer that make up the
Omnikia Mantle sprout directly
from the Siccori, who completely
fill the Mantle. Each Siccori acts
as a conscious core just as the
Siccorus is a conscious core of the
whole of the universe. You may as
well say that the mind of each and
every person in this room, every
lifeform in Omnikia comes from a
Siccori of its own. Knowing this,
you may also say that the core of
your mind is a reflection of the

core of the universe- maybe not
as expansive by any means, but a
miniature of that very thing
regardless."
New Age fucking
cosmology! Ralph thinks to
himself and snickers. "So let me
bring this into common sense, if I
may... the universe is a living
thing- and we think what it
thinks!?"
"I don't know of any better
explanation," Jess tells him with a
shrug.

Ralph opens his mouth to
spout another ramble of
skepticism, but seeing, maybe
even feeling the antagonistic
contempt against him from the
fifty eight or so in attendance
with him, he best be sitting
without a word. Personal beliefs
are to be left outside of this place
of black business. Black is the
word! Black means shut the fuck
up or they'll shut you the fuck up.
"A living universe, huh?"
Ralph chants with a deep breath.

"I'll be damned."
"Everything alright, Mr.
Senator?" Johnson asks.
With a handkerchief over
his mouth, Ralph muffles out one
word. "Perfect!"
Sen. Benavides uses his
finger to slide a glass of water
over to Sen. Fortier and is the
next to inquire. "Professor
Lutheran, can you please explain
to us, easily if you may, what
benefits the results of this
experiment may potentially

provide?"
"I was on my way there,
Senator," Jess giggles friendlily
and then frowns. "The star-craft
in question is called the Variable,
a device that contradicts every
form of physics that we
understand. It can draw directly
from the Omnikion energy,
bypassing the Ni’Yan and Akral
Layers so that it remains pure
when it stirs it. With the data we
can extract from the Variable, we
may be able to sustain pure

Omnikion matter and energy to
use in the technologies of the near
future. What can we not do when
we can mold anything from it?
Destinations can be reached
instantly, illness only a thing of
myths, and death- impossible. All
this requires is the inoculation of
the Variable with an external
component that will trigger the
starting process.”
The professor buries his
hand in his chest pocket and pulls
out a strange triangular remote of

a kind. He looks to Johnson's
face and the General has his
finger directing up to initiate the
next act.
Extravagant now, Jess holds
his remote out to the wall
and moves aside from it.
"Everybody, witness before
you- the Variable."
With everyone in a hypedup chatter, the plainest wall lifts
up to reveal a pair of twelve-bytwelve foot windows like those
used for zoo exhibits, drawing the

present eyes behind to look
through with dumbfounded-ness.
You could almost get a fear of
heights looking down into this
marriage of huge laboratories and
super garages. Square-round
scaffolds and walkways are
spiraling forever upwards into the
distant haze of spotlight blurs as
small beacons of yellow to the
greyish hue cast from the dimmer
ranges of florescent bulbs.
The seeable sectors are
littered with men in lab-coats and

ICI's own black-headed turquoise
security outfits wandering about
and around the facility, carrying
or inspecting firearms and funky
tools unknown to the infomercials
of Earth. However, the attention
is short on those matters as
observations are solely directed
upon the thing that rests in the
middle of the sector's view.
The thing, balanced by
many mechanizations to sit-up, is
a thorn-winged head as monstrous
as a mansion with its widely-

space, volcanic binoculars upturned to exhaust rainbow mists
out from its iridescent toad-skin.
Blowing out from its yawner is a
cocoon of a radiant unknown
color flowing about un-seeming
depths. The unknown color is one
not of the spectrum of Human
eyes and is not a color so easily
adjusted to as it punches vision
more powerfully than the ultraviolet rays of the sun. There
stands a crane-elevated podium
stretched before the bubble,

wherein it is viewed as only a
dark and thin groove drowning at
the bottom of the concentrated
churnings and their layers of
glows swirling one over the other.
Gawking directly into it,
every helmet-less witness save
Rehanniq who stands at the
window becomes disoriented,
notably one of Jimson's soldiers
who has dropped with his slobber
against the thick glass. Johnson
glances aside and finds him
slumped.

"Oh shit!" he chuckles. "I
completely got sidetracked. I was
supposed to have these handed
out to you."
He motions his shewing
hand to an attendant holding a
box containing multiple thick pairs
of polarized goggles, which once
fitted and worn, the holy glow
effect upon the onlookers lessens
enough to prevent the fear of
blindness and a coma. The
attendant passes out every pair
for every unprotected witness and

restores the glass-faced soldier
back to wake before handing him
his own, ordering him strictly to
use them.
"Photons within that
Cosmbrane outside of the craft's
active front seems to disorganize
the information received by the
receptors of our eyes” Johnson
tells the guests. “These goggles
keep that from happening."
"Since when, Johnson?"
Colonel Jimson whispers jokingly
to the General.

"Since what?"
"Since when did you start
regularly using these crap-forwords while talking like one of
your scientists?" Jimson asks.
"Omnikio, Neon things,
Cosmspades? Heh, you're
starting to sound like you've been
ogling around with these aliens a
little too long, don't you think?"
Johnson pulls a phony facial
crack, while shouting in his head
many of the proverbial profanities
of Human society towards

Colonel Carlton Harris Jimson
coupled with the creative
profanities only familiar to
himself. Despite thinking such
things, his outer voice carries a
softer tone to the Colonel, and
comes back at him.
"Actually, those words are
more for the informed, not for
you twits stuck on the ground.
Plus... yeah! I've ogled with some
out-of-this-world pieces of ass
and it makes my job worthwhile
just fine. By the way, how is that

century-old married-life working
for ya, Jimmy Son?"
"Let's just say Lita still
knows how to grab a guy,” Col.
Jimson snickers, unoffended. “I’m
fine where I’m at.”
That response and that kind
of laugh gives away the fact to
any listening stranger that these
two know each other pretty
closely and are probably on
healthy terms at that.
"Excuse me, General," the
Kalendrial interrupts, "is the

component ready?"
"Ah, AHEM!" Johnson
cleans his throat while getting
back to the point. "Everybody
goggled up? Very good!"
He calls forth another of his
attendants again and speaks
quietly into his ear. "Tell them
to elevate the Humanoid subject
up to the front of the engine core,
now."
"The Humanoid subject,"
the Colonel quietly startles to
himself.

"Gentlemen,” Johnson
anticipates, “what we are about
to witness tonight is an event of
ultimate incredibility! This event
is what we call the Jicotan Tari
Adhesion Process. These two
components, a Humanoid subject
and this extraordinary star-craft,
created from the mind of a one
Jicotan Tari for a process of subatomic adhesion. Once the
Humanoid subject is inserted into
the Variable, the adhesion
process will begin, and what we

expect to then see is a reaction
similar to the birth of the Omnikia
we see today."

"I honestly don't have the
faintest on all the talk still,
General," the Colonel admits,
"but I am really interested in
knowing what you plan to do with
this Humanoid subject. It is still
alive, I assume?"
"For everything to happen
correctly," explains Johnson, "we
are following this procedure as
accurately as possible with every
smack of data collected on
Jicotan Tari. Through this, we
are continuing his wish to send a

gift to those who’ve marveled at
Omnikia as much as he had. In
essence, we are giving them an
understanding of how the body of
existence lives, why it wants to
live, how it feels to live... and we
are able to do so using the very
tools Jicotan Tari had crafted
with his own hands."
"I don't think you're really
getting my question, Johnson,"
the Colonel remarks impatiently.
"Is this supposed to kill the
Humanoid?"

"We don't see death the
same way, Colonel." Johnson tells
him with a wink.
"You do understand that
this makes it an inhumane
experiment?" Jimson says.
"Uh huh," Johnson boasts
silently. "Indiscriminate, if you
want to be technical. Richard's
words, Jimmy."
"You're serious!?"
"Are you implying that you
disapprove of this experiment?"
Johnson asks with instigation.

"Do you think Richard would
approve your disapproval?"
"This is wrong, Tom! You
know this is forbidden!"
"Just like that unfortunate
village incident in Brazil which
tragically fell under a sudden
epidemic of the Likorine Illness,
which was stamped and approved
under the typical manufactured
bio-weapon terms of a certain
U.S. Military Colonel? Is it
humane to use germ-warfare on
civilians just to get to a small

band of militants?"
"Now, just you-"
"Hmm?" the General
interrupts. "Those photos I seen
were pretty gruesome, Carl...
those people, their pets, their
babies had no skin; just bloody
deteriorating muscle tissue. A
better name for it would have
been Licorice! That's exactly
what they looked like, Carl;
screaming, crying licorice
zombies."
For some unknown cause,

this history lesson leaves the
spooked Colonel with watery eyes
and a pain in his jaws after
grinding his rotted teeth.
"A bullet- hell, even cyanide
would have been more humane,
right?" Johnson persists. "Does
your wife know of your claim-tofames like I do, like Richard
does?"
"That's enough, General,"
Rehanniq insists, though admiring
Johnson’s persuasive talent that
would almost make a better

lawyer of him than a military
leader. Still, a troubled
government inspector is not
something they want. He needs a
stretch!
"Relax Colonel, this
particular Humanoid subject is a
volunteer. He is currently a
vegetable; absolutely as braindead as he had requested to be.
He does not feel or notice
anything that is happening right
now as our tamer has shut off his
senses. He will not experience

anything. His body, however,
consists of a nervous system that
generates impulses to swiftly
replenish damaged or dead cells in
the body. Those impulses will be
transmitted through the ship's
core upon assimilation so that his
information replenishes the
craft's core energy, which then
reconverts it into pure Omnikion.
The data we record from this will
give us access to the greatest of
necessary answers to Omnikia’s
secrets."

“And so he dies for that?”
the Colonel shakes his head,
taking off his green hat whilst
sympathetically glaring at the
Humanoid in the podium.
"We're sacrificing a life in
order to take a picture of our own
stupidity. What if the scientist
who built these things applied
irrelevant mathematics out of
maniacal desperation? This is
pure cruelty no matter why it is
being done."
"You know you are just as

guilty if not more, Colonel,"
Johnson scolds. "Try to
remember what you devoted your
life to! Your position is to pass
authorization or classification for
the tools of war. Crimson Jimson,
you used to brag about that name,
remember? Your red spills from
every civilian and soldier on your
claim, and not to mention the
black print of every bomb you've
detonated over preschools and
churches."
"No more, General," the

Kalendrial demands. "Colonel, all
that is required of you here is
faith and attention. No more
funds, no more bombs, no more
bloodshed."
Jimson throws his arms up
in resenting frustration.
"Then you mean to say that
killing an innocent with a fried
brain is not considered bloodshed?
The times my decisions killed
innocents were mistakes, not any
bit of my true intention. This- this
is deliberate in every sense, and

you admitted to it!"
"Have you considered the
possibility that this technology
was never meant to destroy the
subject at all?” Johnson asks.
“Just going by the fact that we
are all uncertain on why exactly
Jicotan Tari made these things?
If the source was correct on the
data he shared, Jicotan Tari
himself, or what's left of him if he
had not survived, is also inside
that craft. If this were true,
either he had committed suicide

by letting the craft's energy
devour him, or- the ship has
changed him into a new conscious
energy within, and he is still
experiencing the environment
around him through the craft's
senses; alive, Carl! Take this
next detail into consideration
also- that this craft has its own
Mind Cosm."
"This is true." Rehanniq
promises. "KEA33D has detected
sensory-charged Niy'Tons coming
from the Variable, confirming the

presence of a Mind Cosm Field."
"What is that supposed to
mean?" Jimson says. "I don't
even know what a Mind Cosm
is."
"It is the mind's experience
zone of the environment around
and within the physical body,"
Rehanniq explains, "What the
General and I are telling you is
that this ship has a consciousness
that is aware of the outside
environment. Furthermore- scans
we have recorded of the field's

activity show us that the Niy'Ton
behavior inside the field is strictly
attuned to the sensory
interactions of a Jicotan's Mind
Cosm Field. What does that
mean to you, Colonel?"
Jimson closes his eyes,
silently pondering his personal
stance on the mad-schooling of
miscreation.
"I'm here,” the Colonel
sighs, “and there is nothing I can
do to stop this, because I gave it
my support and my clarification.

Let it happen... by God, let it
happen."
Johnson looks at Jimson in
an emotionless stare, but the pat
on the shoulder clues in on a
proud moment, and he then points
to the attendant to come forward
one last time. The General takes
from his hands a remote similar to
the one Jess had used for the
wall, and holds the contraption to
his lips like a tape recorder or
microphone. Shouting into it, his
voice thunders throughout the

laboratory. "Insert the
component!"
"Are you prepared to see
the most amazing thing that eyes
can see?" the Kalendrial grins.
"Your memories will not forgive
you if this does not become a part
of them."
Down upon the platform
hoisted in front of the alien
structure’s energy bubble, the ICI
Task Enforcer stands bravely,
holding the Tamer given by the

Kalendrial representatives. The
only thing between him and the
watery sun's membrane of
flowing vortex vesicles is the
dazed Humanoid subject,
Cheroute, whose body provides
no barricade from the dreammatter emissions. Unlike the
blasts of a star, there is no burn
coming forth from it, nor is there
a freeze; the temperature is
stable. The enforcer's clothes
and skin, however, are pushed
and pulled like dough, hairs

plucked or rolled. This intensifies
when the ripples of the Variable
core's activity collects in the
frontal spot around Cheroute.
Damn it!
He has to shove the young
man into this energy for it to
work, but the (now scared
pissless) enforcer refuses to
further any part of the warp force
winds more than he's already
encountering.
"Must I make myself more
clear," Johnson yells through the

speakers. "Insert the componentnow!"
One sigh, and no relief
possible, the enforcer gently sets
the Tamer on the mat behind him,
stammers towards Cheroute, and
finally muscles a hateful shove
that sends the young man headfirst into that radiating holy color.
As if by some magical or scientific
influence negating the Tamer's
effect, Cheroute tries to scream,
proving he is very much aware of
his form slowly uncoiling into

flowing strands that are sucked
into the Variable's giant particle.
Gruesome the experience is
to hear the young man's cries
distorting in spacey gurgles as he
is being stripped of his flesh,
organs, blood, and bones; all
twisting and popping apart like a
spool of veiny threads crawling
throughout the surface energy.
Cheroute is soon all-the-way
gone, but the veins that were
produced by him become
stretching white cracks in the

blue, and if you stay long enough
to see it, you'd understand these
cracks to be pulsating. Places
where the cracks intersect, angry
boils of a secondary membrane
attempt to push through. When
one does push completely through,
it blows up like a white balloon
with blue vessels crumpling back
to the rest of the alien-colored
matter. Another balloon expands
out beside the first, and then a
third one beneath those two
emerges, its manipulative force

colliding with the podium and the
cowering enforcer inside, pulling
them apart into thinning, wily
fibers until they are no longer
visible.

The once-flowing currents
projected from the craft's
binoculars expand with hypershifting glimpses of dimensions
that may or may not exist outside
of that very sight. These things
are reminders to the feeble
figures behind the glass on the
observatory deck: Science you
fail to understand will devour you,
no matter where you hide!
"What are thoseswellings?" Jimson asks.

"I'm- nah- not sure,"
Johnson stutters with fascination.
"The replicate Omnikion
excess has made its way out of
the core," Rehanniq explains as
even he, being a Kalendrial, is
overwhelmed.
"It’s about to be too much
to contain," Jess grimly predicts,
and precisely six seconds after
making the prediction, there
begins the unstable jitter of the
three balloons that brings them to
fuse together.

The combination seems to
be trying to split back into three,
but in doing this, the stressing of
the membrane creates a terrible
suction force that bends every lab
structure or mass towards it; solid
steel beams become as rubberglass and plastic as widening
craters of cracks.
"My God," Johnson cries,
backing from the window. "It’sit's making a big- BANG!"

By the word, it happens- the

single splitting balloon performs
an unbearable burst accompanied
by a hiccupping universal skin,
and like air sucked out of an
aluminum can, all walls and
walkways of the laboratory
crumple together in a scraping
smash-concert. Any person
within the holding-bay during the
beginning stages of the warping
may have had a chance if they
were near an exit, but anytime
longer and they would be eaten by
the expanding twirl of the blinding

white mass coming from the
Variable.
The observatory deck
where Johnson and his fellow
attendees are supposed to be safe
from this chaos is jerked apart by
every shred, and if you were not
one of people screaming and
backing up like the General to
take off running for the doors,
you were amongst those taken
away by the suckling gravitational
gnash.
"Evac...." Johnson squeaks

with a true loss for words as he
walks backwards to an elevator.
"Evacuate- evacuate! GO!
Getchor asses out of the
facility!!!"
Normally, taking one of the
dozens of traditional elevators
could help to escape a trek
through the mountain's intestinal
maze, but when the blackness
courses through with the failure
of power, the halls become
wailing tombs of ebony. Save the
battery-operated transit tunnel

being used by the departing elites
and the staff in the upper levels
taking to the ladders and stairs to
the outside world, the deadlocked doors of the between
levels condemn the abandoned
(nobodies).
The lone Kalendrial
representative, having refused
the partaking of the elite shuttle,
opens his palm, where lays a coinsized crimson shine. A finger
presses the shine onto his
forehead and, facing the ceiling, a

vine of red air-slithering energy
reaches from it to meet another
vine sent from the kelpy column
he and Lornil came. When the
connection is made, the rays of
the shine on Rehanniq's head
grow into waving solidified cerata
like those of the column, closing
over him and squeezing him up
into the vine. The column draws
it in while going up into the ship as
the claws release the grip on the
mountain and the KEA33D scout
craft drifts towards the night

heavens from the killer
experiment below.
Shasta rumbles with 412
imploding throughout its flashing
plumes of oily smoke that rising
from like vaporous galactic blood.
Those trapped alive in the
mountain meet an instant
dematerializing death upon
contact with that atom-dispersing
instability of Cosmbrane
radiation. Climbing up from the
subterranean compound, an
erratically wobbling disk that

would fool Human eyes to believe
it white, but stare long enough
and you know it to not be that
simple. From the mystic's falling
face, the jumbling disk passes
through as an opaque ghost, and
eventually, calms to a slow motion
that shrinks the size to half of its
original and then no further.
The smoke eventually
flattens into Shasta’s flesh and its
diminish finalizes when the lovely
slow-sparkling rim around the
disk makes for a more tranquil

state. Calm now is the thrashing
chaos, and what it may do from its
well behaving is only for the
outlandish of the imaginative
guesses, those that know way
worse is coming...

THE END... FOR NOW

